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Abstract: The diagnosis of the problem of the contemporary world in the area of global media communication is a basic challenge for existing and modernised educational systems. Without a complete vision of the world, people cannot exist in a fully aware way. Hence, the most important questions related to such social development in which no one would be excluded from the world-wide circulation of information. The general assumptions of common media education have been presented in the article.
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1 Introduction

Educational needs have been forcefully altered by the developing information society, making the following necessary:
1) increasing independence and individualism in the area of work and production organisation,
2) internationalisation of trade,
3) development of the world of science and technology [1].

As a consequence of these changes, education concentrates on general culture. Man will be forced to understand complex unpredictable situations and to interpret large quantities of news, often non-systematised, in a flood of information broadcast by the mass media and hypermedia. The task of schooling is to teach one to perceive the sense of the world, to understand its functioning and to aid in finding one’s own lifestyle based on an awareness of the citizenship of one’s own country and Europe. The main task of education is to help individuals in shaping their character, cultural openness and social sensitivity [2].

2 Media education in the system of general education

Recognition of the global problems of the contemporary world is the most significant educational challenge. People cannot exist in a fully aware way without an “orientating vision of the world”. Therefore, the most significant issues from the life of our planet are transferred on a regular basis by particular mass media in countries all over the world. They are largely discussed, shown, but not efficiently enough to make them fully comprehensible.

The basic aim of media education is to educate in the area of media so that students can understand their nature and influence and use them reasonably in didactic and educational situations [3]. Media education is a practical exemplification of a new pedagogical sub-discipline – media pedagogy. Media education has become an indispensable area of general education because the media has become a reality in everybody’s life. The lack of media education can pose a threat in the form of serious social consequences both as far as the selection of the media used is concerned as well as in its use.

Within the framework of the educational system reform, the Ministry of National Education introduced a new “educational path” to schools in 2002 called Media and reading education [4], and within the ‘minimum’ curriculum a subject called Media in education has been taught during studies in the faculty of “pedagogy” since 2000.

The introduction of the subject path Media and reading education was brought about by three main rationales [5]:
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1) A dynamic development of the mass media and hypermedia, and their dominant significance in cultural changes taking place. The media decides on the shape and character of popular culture, intensifies globalisation processes, and also favours a process to the contrary – customisation of the “production” of programmes and their reception. They [in the media] popularise culture to an incredible extent, meet and create needs, interests, likes, and they influence the stimulation and re-evaluation of creative attitudes.

2) The media plays a dominant role in education – institutional, social and constant, education without age, social and cultural, or national limits. It is the only “window to the world” and omnipotent source of information for numerous illiterates. The media orientates onto the global problems of the world, broadens horizons and compensates for a lack of contact with schooling. In the case of highly educated people, the media can be negatively perceived, but it can also have positive functions including the generation of new information as well as influencing the way of thinking.

3) The incredible development of the media, its hard-to-grasp rich programme, diversified both in content and form, drives new educational steps – to teach the effective use of the media, beginning with the stage of the ability to choose programs selectively to enriching their reception. Contrary to popular belief, this task is not easy. Apart from discrimination in the wide-range offer, it aims at taking into account the psycho-social and cultural predispositions of recipients learning the peculiar language of the media, and in the case of multimedia the mastering of the principles of using the information and communication technologies or people’s capabilities of communicating with computers and interpreting a large set of incoherent and partial information. The expected result of such selective choice and reception is to obtain and assimilate information, develop interests, and shape desired social attitudes. The use of such didactic measures, which, by integrating various media, would introduce “cognitive order” in the information noise surrounding people, could prepare them for creative existence in the contemporary and ever-changing reality.

So far, the media education of teachers, pupils, and students has concerned mainly the ability to use didactic means and the mass media in aid of the educational process, improvements aimed at the increase in efficiency of didactic work. However, threats were omitted, such as the content and forms of media news, which could cause noticeable social dangers by shaping negative attitudes in the recipients’ consciousness [6] [7]. The media can significantly influence the form, content, and speed of the indirect communication process and reduce direct communication.

Media education is to prepare the recipient not only for learning the latest educational technologies, for the reception of the contents transferred by the media selectively, actively, and thoroughly; it also takes into account learning practical principles of their use by the recipient as tools aiding the individuals’ intellectual actions, their development, and co-creating and creating educational curricula and their popularisation by the media on a micro and macro scale. In general, media education has three basic tasks to fulfil [8]:
– preparation for the correct (critical) reception of the media as tools of transferring information and shaping a system of values and attitudes;
– preparation for using the media as tools for intellectual development (self-development) and professional work (giving selected actions to the media);
– preparation for rational use of media as instruments of play and entertainment.

The main curricular assumptions of media education in the era of globalisation and the information society include three directions of activity:
1) media education includes the printed word, graphics and sound, as well as motion and motionless pictures provided by each type of technology [9], [10];
2) in general, media education prepares people to understand the communication media operating in their countries and the ways they operate; it also teaches them to use the media for mutual communication;
3) in particular, media education prepares people to:
– analyse, critically assess and create media texts,
– identify sources of media texts and their political, social and cultural context,
– interpret news and values offered by the media,
– match suitable media to their own news and relations aimed at specific recipients,
4) providing society with access to the media both as far as their reception and creation is concerned.
3 Common media education

The place for implementing media education is not only school, it also covers the whole of society. The basic aim of media education in schools and throughout continuous education is to develop key information competences that allow people to live creatively and with dignity in the constantly developing information society.

The reception of mass media amounts to teaching the latest educational technologies, to selective and active reception of contents transferred by these media and to co-creating and creating educational curricula.

The sudden increase and even deluge of information, doubling of scientific knowledge in a relatively short period of time and frequent changes of work and the necessity to retrain, and the necessity of training oneself systematically as part of the whole working population has set education with the main task of becoming familiar with ways of rapid and effective learning, including the ability to use available information. This is a wide range of diversified tasks set for all levels and types of education.

The classical and basic educational tasks include developing fast reading and fast note-taking techniques, the ability to search for necessary information and to use its various sources, and especially the latest educational technology following from the development of microelectronics. What this mainly concerns is computerisation – getting to know the principles of operation and possibilities of application of computers, the ability to code information, and search for it and process it. The intensive development of science and technology is impossible without complex computer software, memory banks and information processing. Using computers in art also gives a new artistic value. Computer music and graphics are common. Thanks to computers, it is possible to model almost anything – from the phenomena of cognitive character to the artistic. In the case of the mass media, it is necessary to teach the selective – i.e. conscious – choice of the most valuable items and their thorough reception [2] – exercising the ability to receive media selectively and critically [12].

It is an exceptionally vital problem in the contemporary world, where various offers of relatively low level of values (moral, substantial, and aesthetic) are given to people. An important pedagogical task follows from the above: to teach to choose, to introduce into the mysteries of the language of transmission and to aesthetically sensitise so that the recipient does not feel helpless when faced with a spate of various contents. Therefore, it is all about procedures to facilitate reception that is to be complete and comprehensive, characterised by perception of all layers, and the emotional and intellectual involvement. Such a selective choice of recognised and active (thorough) reception is valuable. From the pedagogical point of view, it is used for developing cultural interests, awakening aesthetic taste, developing socially desired attitudes, and, in a way, it prepares for creative participation in life.

The principle of treating recipients as subjects can, for example, be achieved by co-creating the hypermedia curricula. It is both about increased thematic diversification and increased relevant international directing the offer to a bigger number of various spheres of interest and obtaining feedback between the recipient and the broadcaster as it takes place in ‘contact radio shows’ (broadcast “live”).

The reception of the media in this way suggests the correctness of the theory of use and benefit, aimed at educated and active people. It accurately shows receptive behaviour as being aware, purposeful and selective, i.e. fully controlled by individuals. However, the richness, variety, and ambiguity of mass transmissions, together with sophisticated manipulation technologies, question the problem of people’s control over the mass media and multimedia – which is the right selection and how to make a sensible use in receiving them? The process of developing the ability to use the media in an enriching way is the basic task of education, regardless of the achieved result.

The dynamically developing information society requires educational processes to undergo constant adaptive and creative changes. If we assume that education is a process of the aware use of information for developing one’s psyche, the gradual (including the period of school education, education outside school and education in life in general) development of key information competences is assumed to be the basis of this process.

4 Assumptions of common media education

The assumptions used for developing the Hypermedia Didactic Curricula (HPD) following from the specification of their role in the processes of education understood in this way can be divided into four basic groups:
The developing information society requires changes to the educational system in terms of the model of preparing people who are capable of acquiring knowledge to a model of people prepared for creating knowledge. Solutions used in hypermedia didactic curricula can enable, in the educational processes, the gradual transfer from adaptive philosophy to critical and creative philosophy expressed in preparing students for solving problems in a creative way by mastering heuristic methods, such as:

- recognition of the initial situation and formulating the aim of actions,
- analysing information in the initial situation,
- designing the final situation,
- planning actions,
- preparing necessary measures,
- performing,
- evaluating results and drawing conclusions optimising actions [13].

B) The analysis of terms such as media, multimedia or information technologies shows the integration and interactive character of hypermedia transmission, whose basis are the information technologies, based on theoretical and practical achievements of communication processes expressed in preparing students for:

- communication with the use of the latest and various generation media (integrated by information technologies);
- deciphering, correct interpretation, creation and preparation of various types of messages;
- co-creation, creation and presentation of various audio, audio-visual and hypermedia forms.

C) Due to free and practically unlimited access to information resources, special attention is paid to processes of cognition and internalisation of values. Therefore, hypermedia didactic curriculum can:

- teach selective and critical reception of media (develop the ability to rationalise choices made);
- support artistic and technical work;
- involve the emotion and intellect;
- support developing socially desired attitudes.

D) The development of key competences determined by constantly updated educational standards, including the following, can be supported by the multimedia and hypermedia transmission used:

- information abilities which have a practical and intellectual character and are related to the efficiency of using IT equipment;
- information abilities which have an intellectual and practical character and are related to intellectual methods of processing information by people, which are abilities related to searching for (obtaining, receiving) information from the environment, processing it (incorporating into the individual system of knowledge) and introducing it in the form of work (ideas, projects) and outputs of the environment.
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